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I%TRODUCTIO%
We describe a discrete solution of the optimal nonlinear filter that generalizes the optimality of the correction
step of the ensemble Kalman filters to nonlinear systems. This approach is based on a Gaussian mixture
representation of the state probability density function which results in a new particle-type filter, called particle
Kalman filter (PKF), in which the standard (weight-type) particle filter correction is complemented by a
Kalman-type correction for each particle using the associated covariance matrix in the Gaussian mixture. The
optimal solution of the nonlinear filtering problem is then obtained as the weighted average of an ensemble of
Kalman filters operating in parallel. The Kalman-type correction reduces the risk of ensemble collapse, which
enables the filter to efficiently operate with fewer particles than the particle filter. Running an “ensemble of
Kalman filters” is however computationally prohibitive for high dimensional systems. We first derive the popular
ensemble Kalman filter as a suboptimal variant of the PKF and evaluate its performances against the PKF with the
Lorenz-96 model. Then we discuss different approaches to reduce the computational burden of the PKF filter for
application to atmospheric and oceanic data assimilation problems.
THE OPTIMAL %O%LI%EAR FILTERI%G
Consider the nonlinear stochastic discrete-time dynamical system

 xk = M k ( xk −1 ) + ηk

 yk = H k ( xk ) + ε k
where at time t k , xk is the state vector, yk is the observation vector, M k and H k are two continuously
differentiable operators respectively representing the transition operator (model) and the observational operator.
η k and ε k denote the dynamical and the observational noise which we assume independent Gaussian variables
with mean zero and covariance matrices Qk and Rk , respectively.
Starting from a random initial condition x0 with a known probability density function (pdf), the optimal
nonlinear filter provides the conditional density function pk (⋅ | y1:k ) of the system state given all available
measurements up to the estimation time y1:k = ( y1 ,K, yk ) in two steps which we summarize below. The reader
is referred to (Doucet, 2001) for an extensive description of the filter. With the state pdf in hand, one can
determine different estimates/statistics of the system state, as the minimum variance estimate (MV), or the
maximum likelihood estimate (ML).

•

Forecast step: The model is integrated forward starting from the available analysis density pk −1 (⋅ | y1:k −1 ) at
time tk −1 to compute the predictive density pk |k −1 (⋅ | y1:k −1 ) at the time of the next available observation t k
via the Chapman-Kolmogrov equation

pk|k −1 ( xk | y1:k −1 ) = ∫ p ( xk = x | xk −1 = u ) pk −1 (u | y1:k −1 ) du
where p( xk = x | xk −1 = u ) = φ ( x − M k (u ), Qk ) is the conditional density of the state vector xk to be at

x at time t k given that it was at u at time tk −1 , where φ ( z; Σ ) = 1
denotes the Gaussian density of zero mean and covariance matrix Σ .
•

det(2πΣ) exp(− z T Σ −1 z 2)

Correction step: When the new observation yk is available, update the analysis density with the Bayes rule,

pk ( x | y1:k ) =

1
pk|k −1 ( x | y1:k −1 )φ ( yk − H k ( x); Rk )
bk

The analysis density is therefore obtained by multiplying the prior predictive density by the observation
likelihood and normalizing by a constant bk =

∫p

k |k −1

(u | y1:k −1 )φ ( yk − H k (u ); Rk ) to ensure a probability

density.
KALMA%, E%SEMBLE, A%D PARTICLE FILTERS
A simple form of filtering is the Kalman filter (KF) which provides the MV estimate of the state for linear
systems with Gaussian error statistics. Under these conditions, the pdfs of the system state given the available
observations are always Gaussian. They are thus determined by their mean and covariance matrix. The KF allows
to recursively compute these parameters as follows:
•

a

Forecast step: Starting from the analysis state xk −1 at time tk −1 and the associated error covariance matrix

Pka−1 , the model is integrated forward in time to compute the forecast state as xkf = M k ( xka−1 ) , and to update
the error covariance matrix with Pk f = M k Pka−1M kT + Qk .
•

Correction step: Correct the forecast with the new observation using the standard Kalman correction equation

xka = xkf + Gk ( yk − H k ( xkf ) ) ,
where Gk = Pk f H kT Σ −k 1 is the called Kalman gain and Σ k = H k Pk f H kT + Rk is the innovation matrix. The
associated error covariance matrix is then Pka = ( I − Gk H k ) Pk f .
The KF is only designed for linear systems. Since most dynamical and observational systems encountered in
practice are nonlinear, the system equations were often linearized about the most recent estimate, leading to the
popular, but no longer optimal, Extended Kalman filter (EKF). The EKF algorithm is the same as the KF except
for the use of the linearized operators of M k and H k in the update equations of the error covariance matrices.
Several studies, e.g. Gauhier et al. (1992), have however demonstrated that the linearization of the system
produces instabilities, even divergence, when applied to strongly nonlinear systems.
A fully nonlinear discrete solution of the optimal nonlinear filter problem can be obtained from the particle

∑ w δx
i

filter (PF) which uses point mass representation

i

, also called mixture of Dirac distributions, of the state

i

pdfs (Doucet, 2001). In this filter, each particle x is assigned a weight wi that is updated by the filter
correction step. The MV state estimate is then the weighted-mean of the particles ensemble
i

i

from an ensemble of particles, the parameters x and w are updated as follows:

∑ w x . Starting
i i

•

Forecast step: The particles xki −1 are integrated forward with the model to the time of the next available
observation yk .

•

Correction step: Use the new information from the observation to update the weights according to

wki =

1
ck

wki −1φ ( yk − H k ( xki ); Rk ) ,

where ck is a constant normalizing the total weight. The particles xki remain unchanged after the
correction step. A particle will receive more weight proportional to how close this particle is from the new
observation. The misfit between a particle and the observation is measured with respect to the observational
error covariance matrix Rk .
In practice, the PF suffers from a major problem known as the degeneracy phenomenon (Doucet et al., 2001);
after several iterations most weights becomes concentrated on very few particles which means that only a tiny
fraction of the ensemble contributes to the ensemble mean. This happens because most of the particles drift away
from the true state since they are not updated by the observations. This leads very often to the divergence of the
filter. The use of more particles could only alleviate this problem over short time periods, and the only possible
way to get around it is “resampling” (Doucet, 2001). This technique basically consists of drawing new particles
according to the distribution of the ensemble and then reassigning them the same weights. Besides being
computationally intensive, this approach introduces Monte Carlo fluctuations which can seriously degrade the
filter's performance. In practice, even with resampling, the filter still requires a large number of particles to
provide acceptable performances. This makes brute-force implementation of the PF problematic with high
dimensional systems. Interesting discussions about the potential of the optimal nonlinear filter for atmospheric
and oceanic data assimilation systems can be found in Anderson and Anderson (1999), Kivman (2003) and Van
Leeuwen (2003).
To avoid the problems of the PF, Evensen (1994) introduced the popular Ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) as a
hybrid approach between the KF and the PF. More precisely, the EnKF also makes use of an ensemble of particles.
It has the same forecast step as the PF, but not the same correction step. The EnK filter actually retains the
“linearity aspect” of the Kalman filter in the analysis, in that it applies the Kalman correction to all particles using
forecast error covariance matrices estimated from the particles ensemble. The weights are kept uniform. The
EnKF can be summarized as follows:
•

Forecast step: As in the PF, the “analyzed” particles xka−,i1 are integrated forward with the model to
determine the “forecast” particles xkf ,i at time t k .

•

Correction step: Use the new observation to correct the forecast particles with the KF correction step,

xka ,i = xkf ,i + Gk ( yki − H k ( xkf ,i ) ) .
Here, the Kalman gain Gk is computed from the sample covariance matrix of the forecast particles which is
assumed to represent the uncertainty around the forecast state. Note that the observation has a superscript index
giving the particle number in the correction equation of the particles. This is because the observations need to be
perturbed by noise generated from the pdf of the observational error so that the sampled covariance matrix of the
analysis ensemble matches the analysis error covariance matrix of the KF (Burger et al., 1999). The uncertainties
on the state estimates are therefore described by an ensemble of particles and their covariance matrices are not
required for the filter’s algorithm.

The correction step of the Kalman filter uses only the first two moments of the particle ensemble, and is thus
suboptimal for non-Gaussian systems. In practical situations however, the EnKF was found to be more robust than
the PF when small-size ensembles were used thanks to the Kalman update of its particles which significantly
reduces the risk of ensemble degeneracy by pulling the particles toward the true state of the system (Kivman,
2003; Van Leeuwen, 2003). However, the PF always outperformed the EnKF when large enough ensembles were used,
with the EnKF showing insignificant improvements with increasing numbers of particles (Nakano et al., 2007).
THE PARTICLE KALMA% FILTER
The idea behind the particle Kalman filter (PKF) is to represent the state pdfs in the optimal nonlinear filter by
mixture of Gaussian densities

∑ w ϕ (⋅ − x ; P )
i

i

i

centered around an ensemble of “particles” x i each

i
associated with a covariance matrix P . A Gaussian mixture has been already used by Anderson and Anderson

(1999), Chen and Liu (2000) and Bengtsson et al. (2003) in the context of the nonlinear filter. It is expected to
provide more reliable representation of the state pdfs than a simple mixture of Dirac functions used in the PF.
Using this representation of the state pdfs in the optimal nonlinear filter and under the assumption that the
i
i
i
i
covariance matrices of the mixture P are small, the parameters w , x , P are recursively updated as follows:

•

Forecast step: Integrate the analysis particles xka−,i1 and the associated covariance matrices in the mixture
Pka−,1i with the forecast step of the EKF.

•

Correction step: Use the new observation to correct the forecast particles with the EKF correction step,

xka ,i = xkf ,i + Gki ( yk − H k ( xkf ,i ) ) ,
where the Kalman gain Gki is now function of Pk f ,i , and to update the weights as in the PF

wki =

1
ck

wki −1φ ( yk − H k ( xki ); Σik ) .

The PKF applies two corrections; a “Kalman-type correction” to the particles as in the EnKF but using the
covariance matrix of the mixture instead of the sample covariance matrix of the ensemble, and a “particle-type
correction” to the weights as in the PF but using the innovation matrix Σik associated with each particle xkf ,i instead
of the observational error covariance matrix. The PKF is basically a “weighted ensemble of EKFs” running
simultaneously. Note that a resampling step might also be needed in the PKF, but not as often as in the PF. This is
because the Kalman-type correction reduces the degeneracy of the particles as in the EnKF, and the weights are
distributed more uniformly than in the PF because the particles/data misfits are evaluated with respect to the
innovation matrix Σik which is always greater than the observational error covariance matrix Rk . Our resampling
scheme from a Gaussian mixture pdf is based on the Kernel density estimator method (Silverman, 1986). More
details can be found in Hoteit et al. (2008).
PKF vs. EnKF: APPLICATIO% TO LORE%Z-96
One can easily see that the EnKF is a sub-optimal PKF. The EnKF algorithm can be derived from the PKF
algorithm as follows:
-

Use uniform weights.
Use the sample covariance matrix to correct the particles. But in this case, the observations need to be
perturbed in order to match the KF correction.

We implemented the EnKF, the PKF and another variant of the PKF in which the weights were kept uniform
with the strongly nonlinear Lorenz-96 model (Lorenz, 1996). The Lorenz-96 model mimics the time-evolution of a

scalar atmospheric quantity and is described by the following set of equations:

dx j
dt

= ( x j +1 − x j −2 ) x j −1 − x j + f

for

j = 1,K , J

The nonlinear quadratic terms simulate advection, the linear term represents dissipation, and f is a constant
external forcing. In its current configuration, J = 40 variables and boundary conditions are cyclic, i.e.

x−1 = x! −1 , x0 = x! −1 and x! +1 = x1 . This model behaves chaotically in the case of external forcing f = 8 .
The model was discretised using Runge-Kutta fourth order scheme with a time step ∆ t = 0.05 , which
corresponds to 6 hours in real time. After a spin up integration, the model was integrated for one year to sample a
set of reference states. Observations were extracted from the reference states after adding random Gaussian errors
of mean zero and standard deviation 1. One out of two variables was assumed to be observed every day (4 model
time steps). The root mean square (rms) misfit between the reference states and the filters estimates averaged over
the one year assimilation period was used to evaluate the filters performances.

Ensemble Size / Filter

EnKF

PKF

PKF - now

% = 50

1.4

0.79

0.85

% = 100

0.87

0.73

0.76

% = 250

0.75

0.65

0.71

Table 1: rms misfits between the reference states and the filters estimates averaged over the
one year assimilation period as they result from the ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF), the
particle Kalman filter (PKF), and the particle Kalman filter with uniform weights (PKF-now)
using different number of particles N = 50, 100, 250.
The averaged rms misfits between the reference states and the estimated states are presented in Table 1 for the
EnKF, the PKF, and the PKF with uniform weights (no weights update – PKF-now) for three different ensemble sizes
(N = 50, 100, and 250). In all cases, the PKF outperforms the EnKF with or without update of the weights. The
comparison between the results of PKF and PKF-now suggests that updating the weights is important to determine the
most accurate estimates. The good performance of the EnKF shows that the sample covariance matrix of the ensemble
provides a good approximation for the covariance matrices of the mixture to correct the particles by the new
observation. However, the better results obtained by the PKF-now compared with those of the EnKF clearly
demonstrates that some information were lost by this approximation. Similar results were obtained from several
experiments with different observations strategies. The main conclusion from these experiments is that the more we
simplify the PKF algorithm, the less accurate is the final solution. It is not clear, however, what type of information
were lost after these simplifications (i.e. no weights update and the use of the sample covariance matrix for the
particles update) and more advanced studies should be performed with different setups and different models to analyze
in depth the behavior of the different filters.

DISCUSSIO%
The PKF is a discrete solution of the optimal nonlinear filter based on a Gaussian mixture representation of the state
pdf. It sets a new framework for the EnKF methods as it generalizes the optimality of their analysis step to nonlinear
systems. Preliminary results with the simple Lorenz-96 model suggest that the PKF outperforms the EnKF even with

small number of particles. This is because the PKF complements the EnKF-like correction of the particles by a PF-like
correction of the weights. It further uses the covariance matrix of the Gaussian mixture, as derived from the optimal
nonlinear filtering theory, to correct the particles when the EnKF uses the sample covariance matrix of the particles,
which is only “suboptimal”.
The PKF simultaneously runs a weighted ensemble of EKFs. This is far beyond our computing capabilities when
dealing with computationally demanding atmospheric and oceanic models. To implement the PKF, or a variant of it,
with such highly dimensional models, one must consider a low-rank parameterization of the Gaussian mixtures
covariance matrices of the state pdfs. This is a very common approach in the atmospheric and oceanic Kalman
filtering community (Hoteit et al., 2002). A low-rank PKF was already introduced by Hoteit et al. (2008). One can
also implement the PKF by running a weighted ensemble of EnSRFs (Ensemble Square Root filters). This would
generalize Houtekamer and Mitchell (1998)’s work who used a pair of EnKFs to deal with the problem of
inbreeding. Other variants can be also derived from the PKF by considering different parameterizations and/or
applying different simplifications (Hoteit et al., 2002) of the PKF mixture covariance matrices. Another direction for
improvement would be to work on the correction step of the particles weights. The final goal is to develop a set of
computationally feasible “suboptimal” PKFs that can outperform EnKF methods. As stated by Anderson (2003),
developing filters in the context of the optimal nonlinear filtering problem, rather than starting from the Kalman filter,
can lead to a more straightforward understanding of their capabilities.
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